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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design, development, and testing of an innovative nonexplosive
actuator (NEA) micro-coupling device. The micro-coupling is obtained through the use
of a nickel titanium (NiTi), shape memory alloy (SMA) cylindrical ring that is press-fit,
in its detwinned martensitic phase, into a steel bushing, creating an interference joint.
This SMA interference joint can subsequently decouple upon command, by heating the
SMA cylindrical ring into its smaller austenitic memory shape, freeing it from its pressfit. The micro-coupling can be engineered to very small sizes, on the order of one cubic
centimeter, and achieve coupling strengths in excess of 4,000 N (900 lbf). The SMA
micro-coupling’s concept validation, mechanization, and development into a device for
satellite incorporation are explored by assembly and experimentation.

Research on

pseudoelastic material properties, analytical predictions, and tests of coupling strengths
are examined to characterize the SMA micro-coupling. While the micro-coupling’s
characteristics are desirable for many applications, its small size, simple interface, and
low-power zero-shock actuation are ideal for employment on nano-satellites to
effectively increase space deployable actuation reliability by eliminating reliance on
motors, clasps, latches, material fracture, or explosive devices.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The need to develop a nonexplosive actuator (NEA) coupling device specifically
adaptable for nano-satellite applications has become evident, as many current NEA
coupling devices possess complex interfaces, impart actuation shocks, or are too large for
nano-satellites.

The innovative idea of press-fitting a nickel titanium (NiTi) shape

memory alloy (SMA) cylindrical ring into a hub, creating an interference joint that can be
decoupled upon command by heating the SMA, yielded a micro-coupling mechanism that
delivers the desired nano-satellite NEA characteristics of simplicity and small size. As
with any coupling and release mechanism, especially those used in the demanding
environment of outer space, quantitative characterization of the SMA micro-coupling’s
strength and operating characteristics allows understanding of its nominal usefulness and
possible failure modes.
Validation of the SMA interference joint concept began with testing the complete
heat-to-recover (HTR) and shape memory effect hysteresis cycles of NiTi SMA rings
with the objective to provide insight into the design geometry required for the SMA
micro-coupling mechanism. Testing results demonstrated cycling temperature of the
SMA through its initial irreversible HTR yielded twice the reduction in available outer
diameter as compared to the reversible shape memory effect hysteresis. These results
supported using the detwinned martensitic state of SMA for press-fit with intent to
decouple the interference joint by heating the SMA. Even with HTR ring diameter
reductions, very precise design tolerances in construction of the micro-coupling would be
required to produce high coupling strengths and release actuation reliability. Concept
validation continued with testing the axial coupling strength of the SMA interference
joint. Coupling strength characteristics were obtained by subjecting the micro-coupling
to tensile machine tests, outputting force and displacement curves during imposed
separation of the interference joint. Testing achieved substantial holding forces in excess
of 500 lbf, but the process of SMA extraction revealed an unknown strengthcompounding characteristic with several coupling strength peaks that eventually doubled
the SMA interference joint’s analytically predicted coupling capability.
xiii

Follow-on

testing and research upon discovery of the strength-compounding characteristic
suggested the SMA cylindrical ring experienced buckling upon forced extraction where
normal forces inside the interference joint increased, thereby increasing the joint’s
strength. In addition, the extreme pressure at contact points between the SMA and hub,
created during SMA interference joint assembly or forced removal of the SMA
cylindrical ring, suggest there may be additional SMA geometry changes resulting from
localized, pressure induced phase changes.
Completion of concept validation led to the design of an SMA micro-coupling
mechanism engineering design unit (EDU). The mechanism’s size was approximately
one cubic centimeter and subjected to tensile tests achieving coupling strengths in excess
of 4,000 N (900 lbf). Traditional press-fit equations used to predict the axial strength of
the SMA interference joint, within propagated measurement error, appeared sufficient to
predict the initial micro-coupling static friction strength, but insufficient to predict the
micro-coupling’s ultimate strength. Integration of the micro-coupling EDU into a zeroshock NEA for the field of nano-satellite technology produced a device named the Single
Motion Actuated Shape Memory Alloy Coupling (SMA2C). The SMA2C device depends
on the SMA micro-coupling to provide sufficient coupling strength and resist the
environmental stresses imparted during satellite launch and orbit insertion. SMA2C
device testing culminated in a powered actuation experiment followed by integration
analysis into the nano-satellite project TINYSCOPE. The powered actuation test of the
SMA2C device, in a 96% vacuum at laboratory temperatures, modeled conditions without
convection losses as in the space environment. The device was connected to a constant
10.0 Volt power supply and actuated within 80 seconds, consuming a total of 0.17
Watt∙hours of energy. TINYSCOPE integration analysis concluded a reduction in size of
the SMA2C device would still exceed required coupling strengths for most nano-satellite
applications and result in a new SMA2C device that would consume even less power and
volume than the EDU.

xiv
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE
The genesis of this thesis’ research, design, experimentation, and test was the

desire to provide a very small, yet strong and reliable, micro-coupling device for
application on nano-satellites. Existing coupling devices have complex interface designs
or are too large for integration into nano-satellites, especially those of the CubeSat class.1
The new nano-satellite coupling device should be constructed of very few parts and rely
on a simple, single motion actuation, to minimize failure modes and effectively increase
reliability. The micro-coupling should integrate into a nano-satellite’s limited electrical
bus using available power for actuation, and the micro-coupling’s system volume should
be on the order of one cubic centimeter. Additionally, the micro-coupling should exhibit
characteristics of a nonexplosive actuator (NEA), imparting no actuation shock or debris,
avoiding any potential damage to the nano-satellite due to its small size or the sensitivity
of its payload.
B.

BACKGROUND
1.

Shape Memory Alloy

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are part of a class of active materials that exhibit a
mechanical change in response to a nonmechanical external input, such as a temperature
change or exposure to a magnetic field or applied voltage. The mechanical response can
manifest itself as a geometry change that is an order of magnitude greater (macroscopic)
than a common materials’ response (microscopic) to the same type of external input.
Specifically, SMAs have the unique mechanical property that they will return to a
memory shape when their temperature is increased. This mechanical change can be
dramatic, given the particular geometric form of the SMA, such as a ring, wire, or
working tool. With the amount of shape change observed in an SMA’s mechanical
response, one could assume plastic deformation of the metal alloy. In fact, SMAs can

1 Nano-Satellite: 1-10 kg; CubeSat Class: 1 kg, 10 cm3.

1

take many recoverable shapes that can produce large amounts of mechanical work
without experiencing plastic deformation.2 The mechanical response is repeatable in the
sense that the alloy’s shape change is reversible with subsequent temperature cycling and
application of stress.
Common SMAs have a composition of nickel and titanium. The alloy’s makeup,
defining the amount of nickel and titanium, controls the temperature at which the SMA
changes shape, known as a phase change. There are other alloy combinations within the
family of SMAs, but nickel titanium (NiTi) is the most studied alloy with a large number
of commercial applications. Addition of other metals to NiTi, such as copper and lead,
yield not only different material properties, but also different SMA mechanical response
characteristics.
a.

SMA Phases and Shape Memory Effect Hysteresis

SMA phases and their associated shapes are categorized into hot or cold
states. Characterization of hot and cold can vary greatly, as transportation of some SMAs
occur in liquid nitrogen because their hot state is room temperature, while other alloy
compositions have to be heated in excess of 120 °C to reach their hot state. An SMA’s
hot state defines its austenitic phase. NiTi austenite has an atomic lattice organization
where the crystal’s orientation is cubic, having equal spacing between rows, achieving a
compact form. An SMA’s cold state defines its martensitic phase. NiTi martensite has
an atomic lattice organization where the crystal’s orientation is body centered tetragonal.
The atoms can be thought of as having staggered spacing between rows; therefore,
achieving a less compact form [1].
The repeatable mechanical response of cycling between martensitic and
austenitic phases, induced by a shift in material temperature, defines a SMA’s shape
memory effect hysteresis. Initial application of external stress to the SMA programs its
memory shape. The stress is stored as mechanical energy that manifests itself by the shift
in atomic lattice organization (i.e., mechanical response capable of doing work)
2 Plastic deformation of a metal or alloy occurs when applied stress is great enough to induce strain

beyond the materials yield stress, resulting in a nonrecoverable permanent deformation.

2

associated with the phase/shape change of the SMA alloy. The area enclosed by the
hysteresis stress-strain (σ/ε) curve remains constant, less the small amount of permanent
strain change inherent to trained SMA experiencing multiple hysteric cycles [2]. There is
a small amount of temperature energy absorbed and released during a zero-stress phase
transformation just as in any metal’s thermal expansion and contraction,3 but this latent
heat of transformation is minimal and indicates the use of stored mechanical energy when
the SMA changes phase [1].
b.

SMA Pseudoelasticity and Heat to Recover Process

The cooler martensitic phase of NiTi SMA consists of two variants:
twinned martensite and detwinned martensite. The twinned form exists as part of the
hysteretic phase transition cycle, as described previously with cycling of temperature.
The detwinned form exists when induced through mechanical deformation by applied
stress (σ),4 see Figure 1. The creation of detwinned martensite is a constant temperature
process that results in increased strain (ε) of the SMA (points B to C). The stress-induced
deformation shifts the alloy’s microstructure by aligning discrete martensitic crystals into
a common orientation, thus creating detwinned martensite.

A certain amount of

isothermal de-straining occurs due to the elasticity of the material (points C to D) once
the stress is removed.5 The effectively deformed detwinned martensite SMA’s shape will
remain permanent until the SMA is heated to austenite, relieving the stored stress, and
returning the SMA to its memory shape (points D thru F). It is important to understand
that the stress level for reorientation of martensitic crystals is lower than the permanent
plastic yield stress of martensite. Both variants of martensite are within the elastic region
of the NiTi alloy. The advantage of detwinned SMA is that the alloy experiences an
increased strain upon phase transition to its austenitic phase; in essence, there is more
stored mechanical energy available within detwinned martensite. An example of this
increased strain is a detwinned SMA ring with an even larger diameter than that of its
3 Endothermic for martensite to austenite transformation. Exothermic for austenite to martensite

transformation.
4 Note that the curve B-C-D lies on the σ/ε plane and that the curve B-D-E-F-A lies on the T/ε plane.
5 SMA rings are usually stored and shipped in this state (point D, detwinned martensite).

3

equivalent twinned martensitic phase, which is still recoverable with an increase in
temperature. The hysteresis from detwinned martensite to austenite is not reversible with
temperature change alone and describes the pseudoelasticity of an SMA. This one-way
transformation delineates the heat-to-recover (HTR) process [3]. After the HTR process
has occurred, the SMA hysteresis cycle will alternate with temperature between twinned
martensite and austenite indefinitely, until an external stress is again applied to return the
SMA to its deformed detwinned martensitic phase.6

Figure 1.

Stress-Strain-Temperature Curves Exhibiting the Pseudoelasticity and HTR
Process for a Typical NiTi SMA. From [1].
2.

Press-Fit Methods and Equations

The press-fit method is an assembly process commonly employed to connect a
shaft and a hub together without the use of fasteners or adhesives. Typical applications
of press-fitting include assembly of transmission gearing and bearing construction. The
shaft’s outer diameter is slightly larger than the hub’s inner diameter resulting in an
interference between the two parts, see Figure 2. The amount of pressure within an
6 The zero stress repeatable hysteresis cycle is not shown in Figure 1. It can be found in reference [1]

or [2] in addition to Figure 11.

4

interference joint is dependent on the materials’ moduli of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and
amount of interference [4].

The interference between the hub and shaft induce

circumferential hoop stresses in each part that translate to radial normal forces. These
normal forces, along with the materials’ coefficient of static friction, produce a frictional
force between the shaft and hub that governs the axial and torsional holding strength of
the press-fit. The assembled shaft and hub interface is then defined as an interference
joint. An increase in the interference typically results in a stronger interference joint, but
too large of an interference can easily result in fracture or damage to the joined materials.

Figure 2.

Diagram Showing Hub and Shaft with Associated Press-Fit Dimensions

In the press-fit process, either the shaft and hub can be forcefully pressed together
at a common temperature or a shrink-fit can be done where the hub is heated to expand
its inner diameter and the shaft cooled to contract its outer diameter. The differential
temperatures take advantage of the respective material’s coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) and make it easier to insert the smaller part into the larger. The shaft and hub then
stabilize at a common temperature creating a higher interference than what would have
otherwise been possible. Press-fits, created by forcing the hub and shaft together at a
common temperature, are only possible with interferences up to about one mil (onethousandth of an inch is equal to one mil), while interferences above this magnitude
require thermal treatment.

Thermal expansion coefficients of metals are usually

extremely small (ex: stainless 18-8 annealed steel has a CTE of 9.6 x 10-6 in/in °F) [5],
but can allow for interferences in excess of one mil for some metal types. Careful
consideration of the press-fit material properties (ex: yield strength, ultimate strength,
wall thickness) and maximum allowable interference enables the interference joint to be
5

created without either of the joined parts experiencing damage through material balling or
stress inducted fracture during the press-fit process.
Governing equations for a press-fit as described in [6] are:
p = Contact pressure or Interference Pressure

p
2
2
 d 2i  d 2i 2  d1i 2

d1o  d 2 o  d1o
 2  
 1 
 2
 2
2
2
E2  d 2 o  d1o
 E1  d 2i  d1i


(1.1)

1o = Change of the outer radius of the inner member (shaft)

pd 2i  d 2i 2  d1i 2
 1 
 2
2
2 E1  d 2i  d1i

= Change of the inner radius of the outer member (hub)

1o  

 2i

 2i 


pd1o  d 2 o 2  d1o 2
 2 
 2
2
2 E2  d 2 o  d1o


(1.2)

(1.3)

1 = Radial stress at the contact surface of the inner member (shaft)
pd 2i 2  d1i 2 
1   2
1 

d 2i  d1i 2  d 2i 2 

(1.4)

 2 = Radial stress at the contact surface of the outer member (hub)
2 

pd1o 2  d 2 o 2 
1 

d 2 o 2  d1o 2  d1o 2 

T = Torque that the pressed interference joint will resist
d2
T
 pL
4
Fn = Normal force (relative to the press-fit surface)

Fn  p dL
F = Frictional axial “holding” force of the interference joint

F   Fn
E1 = Elastic Modulus for the inner member (shaft)
E2 = Elastic Modulus for the outer member (hub)
 1 = Poisson's Ratio for the inner member (shaft)
 2 = Poisson's Ratio for the outer member (hub)
 = Coefficient of static friction at members interface
L = Contact length
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(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)
(1.8)

d1o = Outer diameter of the outer member (hub)
d1i = Inner diameter of the outer member (hub)
d2o = Outer diameter of the inner member (shaft)
d2i = Inner diameter of the inner member (shaft)
Note: ri = 0 for a solid member
d = Nominal interference diameter = (di,outer - do,inner)/2
∆ = Calculated interference = di,outer - do,inner

C.

METHODOLOGY
1.

Conception of an SMA Interference Joint

The nano-satellite NEA concept solution derived itself from existing Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) Nano-satellite Advanced Concepts Laboratory (NACL)
design research and experimentation with SMAs integrated into a nano-satellite docking
interface. The pseudoelastic properties of SMA presented a unique material capable of
changing shape upon command; therefore, becoming the working material for the microcoupling. The micro-coupling’s design was distinct from other SMA actuators in related
fields by the method in which the SMA is used: press-fit in its detwinned martensitic
phase creating an interference joint, coupling parts (deployables such as doors, solar
panels, antennas, etc.) securely together until a commanded release.
interference joint is, in itself, the micro-coupling, see Figure 3.
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The SMA

Insertion Tool
SMA
Bushing

TOP

Figure 3.

BOTTOM

Press-Fit Creation of an SMA Interference Joint/Micro-Coupling

With the addition of a method to heat the SMA to its activation temperature, the
interference joint becomes an NEA micro-coupling. This simple concept requires very
few parts, and actuation occurs through a simple single motion operation that minimizes
the total number of possible failure modes. Use of the micro-coupling could effectively
improve the reliability of many coupling devices by eliminating their employment of
motors, clasps, latches, material fracture, or explosive devices.
2.

Applicable SMA Research

Since the conception of SMAs at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory in 1962
[2], a significant amount of research conducted on NiTi SMA was relevant in design of
the proposed micro-coupling. Design considerations included SMA material properties
affecting the press-fit process, material characteristics and interaction within the
interference joint, and pseudoelastic properties of the SMA that enable its extraction from
the interference joint upon heating. NiTi SMA material properties affecting microcoupling design included:
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1)

SMA is more ductile in its martensitic phase, lending itself to an easier
press-fit;

2)

NiTi alloy’s Poisson ratio varies from 0.33 for martensite to 0.30 for
austenite, preferring the higher value for a stronger micro-coupling [1];

3)

SMA modulus of elasticity is dependent on the alloy’s composition and
phase, resulting in a trade of micro-coupling strength with desired
actuation temperature, see Figure 4. ;

4)

Unconstrained recovery of the SMA (εt) is on the order of 6% upon HTR,
providing insight into the SMA shaft’s design geometry and allowable
interference, see Figure 4.

Press-fitting a pseudo-elastic material to create an interference joint would hold a number
of additional variables than those of traditional nonpseudoelastic interference joints.
Research in related fields of pseudo-elastic materials and SMA rings pertained mostly to
material wear durability and clamping applications.7

Although this research was

unrelated to the concept of an SMA interference joint, it gave insight into the frictional
properties of SMAs.

Figure 4.

Monotonic Loading of a NiTi SMA at Given Constant Temperatures. From [1].

7 Press-fitting an SMA ring is contrary to current applications where the rings are used for clamping

(i.e., hermetic sealing, shaft clamps, or electrical connectors).
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The static and tribological behavior of NiTi is of particular importance as the
SMA shaft/hub interface is where the micro-coupling derives its strength. Research
conducted at the University of California Los Angeles found a change in the alloy’s
coefficient of friction occurs with an adjustment of applied pressure. Specifically, NiTi
SMA used in high friction clamping interfaces, for loads large enough to form stressed
induced martensite, the coefficient of friction between the two materials increases as the
load increases [7]. This is contrary to nonpseudoelastic materials where frictional forces
are directly proportional to the normal force applied and the coefficient of friction
remains constant, see Equation 1.8. Additionally, the more intuitive case was confirmed
where the coefficient of friction for the softer martensitic phase was greater than that of
the harder austenite phase [8]. When comparing NiTi to stainless steel 304 for resistance
to wear, research has determined that the detwinned martensitic phase is more wear
resistant than the twinned martensitic or austenitic phase, and the pseudoelastic properties
of the SMA strongly influence the frictional behavior of the alloy [9]. Finally, research
on the physical geometry and material condition of press-fits demonstrate interference
joints are the strongest in compressive loading, and controlled, consistent surface
conditions of the materials being joined is very important in producing predictable joint
strength [10].
3.

SMA Interference Joint Characterization

Characterization of the SMA interference joint began with concept validation
testing. This testing included two parts: precision measurement of the change in outer
diameter of industry manufactured NiTi SMA rings during an unconstrained hysteresis
cycle in order to develop micro-coupling design geometry, and forced separation of an
SMA interference joint in order to determine the coupling capacity of the joint as a viable
micro-coupling. The uniqueness of the SMA interference joint revealed itself during
forced separation tests; wherein an unexpected increase in resistance to extraction
followed the expected linear curve of coupling force vs. displacement, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5.

Coupling Strength Test Data Sample from SMA Micro-Coupling Concept
Validation

The use of traditional press-fit axial holding strength equations adequately
predicted the initial static friction coupling strength, but did not predict the stair stepped
increase in axial coupling force; what will be referenced throughout this thesis as a
strength-compounding characteristic of the SMA interference joint.

The strength-

compounding characteristic effectively doubled the predicted coupling strength of the
SMA interference joint. These initial test results validated the concept of press-fitting an
SMA ring into a hub to create a coupling mechanism, but also demonstrated the need to
characterize the interactions between the SMA and hub in a forced decoupling scenario.8
4.

Design of a SMA Coupling Device

Design and integration of the SMA micro-coupling into a fully functional NEA
device that could be mounted on a nano-satellite began with consideration of how the
SMA was to be press-fit. The SMA cylindrical ring could simply be press-fit directly
8 Appendices list detailed testing methods and results.
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into the satellite’s metallic frame leaving a portion of the cylinder exposed to attach the
deployable. A foil heater or resistor could then be inserted into the SMA cylinder to heat
and shrink the SMA, ultimately decoupling the deployable from the satellite’s frame.
The decision to put the SMA cylinder in compression superseded this design because
applying tension to the SMA cylindrical ring would cause necking of the cylinder while
under load. The SMA cylinder, while inside the interference joint, could possibly pull
away from the walls of the joint, decreasing frictional holding forces and the overall
strength of the joint. Conversely, an SMA cylinder under large compressive loads could
buckle within the interference joint and increase the internal normal forces. An increase
in normal force would result in larger frictional holding forces making a stronger SMA
interference joint and micro-coupling. The original concept design for putting the SMA
in compression called for the use of a bushing and retaining bolt, see Figure 6. The
satellite deployable would easily attach to the retaining bolt, but a housing or mounting
box would be required to fasten the bushing to the satellite bus. The micro-coupling’s
housing design could take many forms particular to its positioning on the satellite bus in
addition to providing a means of integrating the micro-coupling’s activation method into
the satellites operating architecture.

Figure 6.

Original Concept Drawing from Early SMA Micro-Coupling Design
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Any process for changing the temperature of the SMA would be a method of
actuating the NEA: a heating element placed inside the SMA or around the exterior of the
micro-coupling’s hub; exposure of the device to an intense indirect heat source; or
running a current directly through the SMA heating it via its own electrical resistance.
Due to the extreme pressures within an interference joint, and the yet unknown
characteristics of SMA within an interference joint, a simple casehardened steel bushing
was used as the interference joint’s hub. A nonconductive material, such as ceramic,
would allow for direct electrical conduction of the SMA, but the brittleness of the
ceramic and limited current available on nano-satellites precluded its use. Ultimately,
avoiding complications during the decoupling process dictated the heating element’s
placement to be on the exterior of the steel bushing. If the heating element were placed
internal to the SMA cylindrical ring, it would be subjected to large compressive forces
during SMA HTR and possibly suffer a short circuit. A short circuit before obtaining
complete HTR of the SMA would result in decoupling failure of the NEA micro-coupling
device. In addition, placement of a heater and its associated electrical wiring within the
path of the SMA during decoupling could cause inadvertent entanglement of the
deployable.
D.

COMPARABLE COUPLING DEVICES
A coupling device has the ability to deploy or release connected parts upon

command. Desirable characteristics of such a device include remaining secure under
extreme forces, actuating reliably when commanded to decouple, and having small size
so as not to impede upon the design of the coupled parts. Additionally, the characteristics
of small mass and operating power would add versatility to the coupling device, allowing
for a wider range of latch or fastener applications. Some coupling device designs may be
impracticable in certain situations because of their interface design, complexity, or
inability to scale to the size required. On the following pages are some examples of
existing coupling devices.
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1.

New Scale Technologies SQUIGGLE Motor

The SQUIGGLE motor, developed by New Scale Technologies, consists of
several piezoelectric ceramic actuators that change shape when electrically excited.
These actuators are then attached to a threaded nut with a mating screw threaded inside
that nut. Applying power to the actuators creates ultrasonic vibrations causing the nut to
vibrate in an orbit. The nut’s rotation then moves the threaded mating screw in-and-out
with a linear motion. Once the mating screw is withdrawn, coupled components are
released. A summary of the device’s characteristics are in Figure 7.

Figure 7.

SQ-100 Series SQUIGGLE Motors by New Scale Technologies
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2.

TiNi Aerospace Pinpuller

The TiNi Pinpuller, developed by Aerospace Inc., is a coupling device that
retracts a pin upon command to decouple connected parts. The pin, when in the extended
position, is under preload from a compression spring, see Figure 8. The pin remains
locked in the extended position by means of a ball lock. This lock is made of a springloaded latch that drives an array of detent balls outward preventing the pin’s retraction.
Once actuated, the SMA element drives the latch upward causing the balls to roll inward
allowing the pin to retract under the drive spring’s force.

Figure 8.

TiNi Pinpuller by Aerospace Inc. (Units in Inches)
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3.

TiNi Aerospace Model FC2-16-31SR2 FRANGIBOLT

Model FC2-16-31SR2 is the smallest FRANGIBOLT actuator produced by TiNi
Aerospace with a design based upon an SMA cylinder that is heated to expand its length,
as shown in Figure 9.

A specially notched titanium fastener, provided by TiNi

Aerospace, is then passed through the SMA cylinder and used to connect parts to be
coupled.

Once activated, the SMA’s subsequent elongation fractures the titanium

fastener at the notched weak point and decouples the previously coupled parts. The small
volume and low power consumption of the coupling device makes it useful for many
applications.

Figure 9.

FRANGIBOLT Model FC2-16-31SR2 by TiNi Aerospace Inc.
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E.

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Concept, validation, design, and test of an SMA interference joint for use as a

reliable NEA is the core contribution of this thesis.

The SMA interference joint’s

fundamental development and initial exploration of application is original work by
definition. Unique contributions to the related art of coupling devices and shape memory
alloys are as follows:
1)

A zero impact nonexplosive actuation device for nano-satellite
applications.

2)

An actively or passively releasable interference joint with high coupling
strength.

3)

A simple, low-failure mode, coupling mechanism for many applications in
system design (i.e., safety devices, tamper locks, robotics, aeronautics,
military, and spacecraft systems).

4)

A method for characterization and analysis of SMAs under high-pressure
interfaces.

5)
F.

A new concept for the application of detwinned martensitic SMA.

THESIS ORGANIZATION
Organization of this thesis divides into a main body and multiple supporting

appendices. The body’s organization is as follows:
Chapter I, Introduction: provides the reader a brief background on the related
science of SMAs and interference joints within the context of the thesis’ objective, the
chronological development methodology of the micro-coupling, and comparable
coupling devices within the related field;
Chapter II, Micro-coupling Mechanism Design and Test: describes the thought
process behind the use of SMA in an interference joint, design considerations for making
a reliable coupling mechanism, concept validation experiments, and testing of a microcoupling engineering design unit (EDU).
17

Chapter III, Application of the Micro-coupling Mechanism: outlines the
development of the first NEA EDU device using the micro-coupling mechanism followed
by an initial investigation of the device’s integration into a nano-satellite as a zero-shock
NEA with the intent to mature the NEA device design.
Chapter IV, Conclusions and Recommendations: summarizes valid designs,
current hypothesis, and guidance for future work relating to the thesis’ objective.
Thesis appendices comprise NPS NACL test reports conducted in pursuit of this
thesis, related micro-coupling patent as filed with the U.S. Patent and Trade Office, and
the spreadsheets developed in support of communicating this thesis to the reader.
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II.
A.

MICRO-COUPLING DESIGN AND TEST

NITI MICRO-COUPLING MECHANISM
1.

Concept Development and Requirements

The objective to design a space-qualified “micro”-coupling implies the
requirements of small size and adequate coupling strength to endure the rigors of launch
and space environment.

NiTi SMA comprised the working material of the micro-

coupling’s SMA interference joint because of its well-defined pseudoelastic behavior
with available phase transition temperatures suitable for use in the space environment.
Detwinned martensite became the working phase of the SMA because it achieves a 5:3
greater unconstrained reduction in outer diameter as compared to twinned martensite.9
The additional diameter reduction afforded by the detwinned martensitic phase allowed
for the use of a smaller SMA cylindrical ring, ultimately resulting in a smaller microcoupling design.

Constraints for the micro-coupling’s design included a derived

requirement to support a 1 kg load under 20 times the force of gravity,10 a design safety
factor of 2.0, and the SMA manufacturer’s available tooling for SMA ring production
determining wall thickness, length, and standard diameter. The maximum outer diameter
of the SMA cylindrical ring was chosen to leave a minimum of 0.003” (3 mils) clearance
between itself, in the shrunken austenitic phase, and the steel hub it was press-fit into,
ensuring decoupling of the interference joint upon HTR. Traditional interference joint
equations determined baseline attainable coupling strength.11 Manufacturer’s available
tooling precluded strengthening the SMA cylindrical ring by increasing wall thickness;
therefore, increasing the design length of the SMA cylindrical ring to increase contact
surface area within the interference joint amplified coupling strength to meet loading

9The detwinned to twinned outer diameter reduction ratio was validated by running an engineering
design unit SMA cylindrical ring through HTR and subsequent thermal cycling, see Appendix A.
10 A standard CubeSat deployable secured with the micro-coupling subject to extreme launch
conditions.
11 It was unknown at this stage if traditional interference joint strength equations would adequately

characterize an SMA interference joint.
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requirements.

Finalized NiTi SMA cylindrical ring dimensions used in the micro-

coupling mechanism EDU unit are listed in Table 1.
Table 1.

Supplied NiTi SMA Cylindrical Ring Dimensions Used in the Micro-Coupling
Mechanism Engineering Design Unit
Pre-HTR Detwinned Martensitic Phase
Inner Diameter Range (in)

0.1565

0.1580

Outer Diameter Range (in)

0.2030

0.2045

Length Range (in)

0.3060

0.3080

Post-HTR Austenitic Phase
Inner Diameter Range (in)

0.1470

0.1482

Outer Diameter Range (in)

0.1944

0.1960

“G” type Unilok SMA ring (AGE0156-0022-0312)as supplied by Intrinsic Devices Inc.

2.

Press-Fit Considerations

Traditional shrink-fit methods, using high temperatures to induce thermal
expansion of the steel hub during the press-fit process, were not used.

The high

temperature of the hub would initiate SMA HTR phase change and negate the additional
detwinned martensitic diameter reduction. This could reduce the reliability of successful
decoupling and the available range of design interferences.
Preproduction testing at Intrinsic Devices Inc. precluded creating the microcoupling interference joint by heating the SMA to facilitate insertion into the steel hub
and then allowing it to cool and expand into the interference joint. Testing showed that
the measured two-way recovery stress of a SMA rod’s expansion in length, when cooled
from the austenitic phase to twinned martensitic phase, was about 5,000 psi when
constrained, as would be the case for a shrink-fit. In contrast, a detwinned martensitic
rod compressed by 2% in length, a magnitude adequate for a common temperature pressfit, experienced stresses up to 20,000 psi [11]. This led to a rough estimation that using a
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detwinned martensitic SMA ring in a press-fit method would yield a four times smaller
cross section, yet still achieve the same strength as the shrink-fit method.
The smaller geometry and stronger interference joint predictions resulted in
conducting the micro-coupling press-fit process at room temperature using the
characteristically more ductile detwinned martensitic phase of NiTi SMA. This cotemperature press-fit process ultimately reverses a portion of the manufacture’s
mechanical deformation of enlarging the ring’s diameter when creating a detwinned
martensite NiTi cylindrical ring,12 but allows for the stored mechanical energy of
deformation within the martensitic atomic structure to increase the strength of the
interference joint. In addition, NiTi alloy has a higher coefficient of friction in its
martensitic phase as compared to its austenitic phase [8]. This higher coefficient of
friction translates to a stronger micro-coupling.

Since martensitic NiTi SMA is a

comparatively ductile material in relation to other metals, a larger interference can be
chosen without damaging the hub and shaft during the press-fit process, see Figure 2.
Extreme interferences produce pressures internal to the interference joint in excess of a
GPa at the material’s boundary while the pressure required to induce a phase change in
NiTi SMA is approximately 700 MPa dependent on the alloy’s blend [1]. This indicates
a possibility of pressure induced phase change of the SMA during the press-fit process if
one chooses too large an interference. Testing on subject SMA rings with interferences
up to 5 mils never encountered this situation, but was a consideration in initial design and
test.13
3.

Interference Precision and Joint Strength Prediction

The unconstrained reduction in the SMA cylindrical ring’s outer diameter along
with press-fit assembly interference precision governs the geometry of the interference
joint. The design goal in actuation of the micro-coupling was to avoid inadvertent reengagement of the steel hub upon decoupling. Once the SMA shrinks via the HTR
process and eventually enlarges again upon cooling to twinned martensite, this cooled
12 Measurements taken from SMA rings after being extracted from their interference joints confirmed

a reduction in diameter from original ring dimensions as received from the manufacturer.
13 See Appendix B and C.
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diameter should not be large enough to re-engage the steel hub. Since SMA phase
change is essentially a constant volume process, the SMA cylinder lengthens with
associated reduction of its inner and outer diameters. The amount of SMA geometry
change depends upon manufacturing techniques and prior annealing of the SMA alloy
[9].

Exact manufacturing techniques of the SMA rings used for this thesis were

unknown; therefore, testing determined the permanent HTR reduction in outer diameter
for commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and EDU SMA rings.14 A maximum interference
value of approximately 5 mils was possible for creation of the SMA interference joint to
meet the aforementioned micro-coupling’s design goals within the given dimensions and
the associated HTR reduction found in Table 1.
The anticipated interference created between the casehardened steel hub and SMA
cylindrical ring predicted micro-coupling interference joint strength following the pressfit equations in Section I, Part B2. Small deviations in the assembled interference, due to
measurement precision or nonideal geometry of the assembled parts, influence the
interference joint’s predicted strength. The micro-coupling’s predicted axial coupling
strength will be affected by low precision measurements and geometry inaccuracies when
these errors propagate from Equation 1.1 through to Equation 1.8 using the NiTi SMA
characteristics noted in Table 2.
Table 2.

Material Properties Used in Micro-Coupling Predicted Strength Calculations

High Carbon
Steel [5]
NiTi SMA
(Martensite) [12]

Elasticity
(GPa)

Elasticity
(x 106 psi)

Poison's
Ratio

Coefficient of
Friction

207

30.015

0.29

0.13

30

4.350

0.33

0.13

14 See Appendix A and Equation 2.1.
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Propagation error traced through the press-fit equations by using average
deviations [13], in the following manner:
1. Adding the micrometer’s precision of 0.0001” (±0.00005”) to one standard
deviation of the measured SMA diameter measurements defined d o .15 Gauge
pins measured the inner diameter of the steel hubs, with a precision of +0.00004”
minus nothing, using one standard deviation calculated from the range of gauge
from the largest pin that would fit into the steel hub to the smallest pin that would
not. The gauge pins incremented by 0.0001” resulting in one standard deviation
equal to 0.00007” defining d i . Uncorrelated propagation error for the press-fit
interference caused by measurement precision error and nonideal geometric shape
was then calculated using Equation 2.1:
d 

 do    di 
2

2

(2.1)

2. The uncorrelated propagation error in interference pressure ( p ) was calculated
from an equation derived from Equation 1.1. The derivation employed average
deviations based on the mathematical operations used on the individual variables
within Equation 1.1. This derived equation and the interference error found in
Equation 2.1, were scaled by the predicted interference pressure ( p ), resulting in
Equation 2.2:
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3. The uncorrelated propagation error in predicted interference joint coupling force
( F ) was calculated from the propagated interference pressure error and, as
before, the use of average deviations. The equation is derived based on the
mathematical operations used on the individual variables within the predicted

15 The SMA rings are noncylindrical within a micrometer’s precision.
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interference-fit coupling force Equation 1.8 and then scaled by the predicted
coupling force ( F ), resulting in Equation 2.3:
2

F  F

 p   d 

 

 p    

2

(2.3)

Micro-coupling test results were compared to predicted coupling strengths by graphing
the uncorrelated propagation error as error bars on the initial predicted coupling strength
value for each interference type.16 These error bars revealed the extent of propagated
prediction error attributed to the noncylindrical SMA rings and measurement tool
precision, supporting the need for extreme precision and testing control standards.
4.

Mechanization of the Micro-Coupling

The micro-coupling is an interference joint between an SMA cylindrical ring and
a casehardened steel bushing, see Figure 10. The SMA cylindrical ring is press-fit into
the bushing with a set interference value to create the desired coupling strength. The
SMA is a “G” type nickel-titanium alloy provided by Intrinsic Devices, Inc. with HTR
characteristics tailored to spacecraft application. The intent of the SMA’s high HTR
onset temperature of 95 - 105 ºC is to prevent unintentional SMA activation yet be low
enough to be an obtainable temperature using a nano-satellite’s limited power while
exposed to the extreme temperatures of the space environment. The press-fit SMA is
held securely inside a steel bushing and a retaining bolt is then passed through the SMA
ring, see Figure 10.1. The bolt’s head catches on the SMA cylindrical ring and cannot
pass by the SMA interference joint, see Figure 10.2. The steel bushing attaches to the
first part of a coupled pair and the retaining bolt is secured to the second.17 A resistive
Kapton foil heater, placed around the exterior of the bushing in which the SMA
cylindrical ring is press-fit, heats the micro-coupling and subsequently actuates the SMA.
Heating the SMA enables the atomic transformation of the SMA, from its larger diameter
martensitic phase, into its smaller diameter austenitic phase or memory shape, see

16 See Appendix B.
17 The coupled pair joined together by the micro-coupling is not shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10.3. Once heated, the SMA cylindrical ring shrinks, releases from its press-fit,
and the SMA along with the retaining bolt slide out of the bushing releasing the coupled
parts, see Figure 10.4.
Radial pressure and loading direction are important factors in design of
interference joints when taken into account under actual service conditions; therefore,
mechanization of the micro-coupling took advantage of putting the SMA cylindrical ring
into compression. The SMA in compression would expect to see an increase in radial
pressure as it tries to expand or buckle in the hub during forced extraction. Control of
axial and radial surface roughness of the SMA and steel hub can achieve a higher
measured coefficient of friction and ,therefore, a higher axial holding force [7]. In
addition, geometrical accuracy and surface conditions within the interference joint are the
two most important factors affecting the coefficient of friction [10]. Subsequent microcoupling assembly required precise component measurement and a high level of test
material preparation with associated handling controls to remove all surface contaminants
and oils. All SMA cylindrical rings and steel hubs used to make the micro-coupling’s
interference joint were procured from outside vendors and mass-produced to maintain
consistency between test specimens and reduce test data variability.

Figure 10.1

Figure 10.2

Applied Heat

Figure 10.3

Figure 10.

Figure 10.4

SMA Micro-Coupling Mechanization. From [14].
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B.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
1.

Characterization of NiTi SMA Heat to Recover Hysteresis

Hysteresis testing first began with COTS SMA rings obtained from Intrinsic
Devices Inc. and then again with the SMA cylindrical rings specifically procured for the
micro-coupling EDU. The test report is provided in its entirety in Appendix A. Excerpts
from the executive summary follow:
COTS SMA Ring–Experiment objectives were to validate published HTR
temperatures and SMA pseudoelastic properties as manufactured by Intrinsic Devices
Inc.

The purpose of this experiment was to provide insight into design tolerances

required for development of the micro-coupling that utilizes SMA for actuation. Testing
found the HTR change in outer dimension for the G type SMA ring to be 3.9%, a loss of
0.6% from the anticipated 4.5% outer diameter reduction. The change in inner diameter
of the SMA ring upon HTR was found to be 7.5%, an excess of 1.5% from the published
unconstrained HTR outer diameter reduction.

A small reduction in outer diameter

occurred prior to the published HTR temperature, but ultimate de-stressing of the SMA
occurred at approximately 90 ºC. Cycling the temperature of the SMA through its initial
irreversible HTR produced a two-fold greater reduction in its outer diameter than the
reduction produced when cycling the SMA through its reversible shape memory effect
hysteresis. This supported using the detwinned martensitic state of the SMA for the
press-fit process.
SMA Cylindrical Ring EDU–Experiment objectives were to validate HTR
temperatures and pseudoelastic properties of the micro-coupling SMA cylindrical ring
EDU, as procured from Intrinsic Devices Inc. The purpose of this experiment was to
ensure adequate reduction of the outer diameter of the SMA to allow de-coupling from a
steel hub with an inner diameter of 0.1990” before further testing and construction of the
micro-coupling mechanism EDU. The HTR change in outer dimension for the G type
EDU SMA was found to be 4.2% with a final austenitic outer diameter of 0.1955”
±0.00005”, and the difference between the HTR process and repeatable hysteresis cycle
can be clearly seen in Figure 11. Phase transition points, shown as capital letters,
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represent the same shape memory effect as seen in Figure 1. The inner diameter of the
SMA ring was measured and its smallest diameter was confirmed to be large enough to
not engage the retaining bolt shaft.18 The same small reduction in outer diameter found
with the COTS SMA ring occurred as the temperature increased to the published HTR
temperature of 95 ºC (0.27% reduction in OD prior to 95 ºC; points D to E). This could
indicate a propensity for the SMA interference joint to de-stress or creep when
approaching phase change temperatures. Ultimate de-stressing of the SMA ring occurred
at approximately 105 ºC. Primary HTR resulted in a permanent 2.5% reduction in OD
after cycling through 125 ºC (published HTR temperature). The outer diameter reduction
in the SMA cylindrical ring at austenitic temperatures would leave a delta of 0.0035”
between the SMA and steel hub; therefore, the micro-coupling mechanism would achieve
successful de-coupling upon SMA HTR. Once the stored stress within the SMA cylinder
was released upon HTR, a new austenitic phase transition temperature of approximately
55 °C was established for the repeatable hysteresis. This lower transition temperature
would be beneficial to the micro-coupling design in the event the SMA cylindrical ring
reengaged the steel hub upon commanded release as less power would be required to reshrink the SMA to its small austenitic diameter.

18 This ensured unconstrained recovery of the SMA cylindrical ring upon HTR. Unconstrained
recovery yields a larger percentage of SMA shape change allowing for greater micro-coupling design
interferences and the smallest possible final diameter of the SMA upon heating. See Appendix A.
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Figure 11.
2.

Detwinned Martensite to Austenite (HTR)

EDU SMA Heat to Recover and Shape Memory Effect Hysteresis Cycle
Press-Fit SMA Concept Validation

This experiment used COTS SMA rings obtained from Intrinsic Devices, Inc.
The test report is provided in its entirety in Appendix B. Excerpts from the executive
summary follow:
The primary experiment objective was to determine if an SMA interference joint,
consisting of a detwinned martensitic NiTi SMA ring and stainless steel hub, could obtain
sufficient axial coupling strength to be developed into a micro-coupling.

Another

objective was to determine if the press-fit process induced martensitic de-stressing or
plastic deformation of the SMA cylindrical ring. Force and displacement curves were
generated during the forced removal of the SMA from the interference joint by applying
an axial force on the SMA cylindrical ring until it was pulled clear. Interference ranges
of 0.0005” to 0.0030” were examined.
Achieving substantial holding forces in excess of 500 lbf validated the use of an
SMA interference joint as the actuating mechanism for a coupling device. De-stressing
of the SMA cylindrical ring was determined to be one half of the interference
experienced by the SMA. The largest interference explored, 0.0030”, yielded the largest
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coupling strength and experienced several force peaks in resistance to extraction, see
Figure 5. This led to a hypothesis that the SMA cylindrical ring experienced buckling
upon forced extraction thereby increasing the normal forces inside the interference joint,
subsequently increasing the interference joint’s strength.
3.

Micro-Coupling Mechanism Powered Actuation

A coupling mechanism’s reliability in releasing a spacecraft’s deployables
ultimately determines the satellite’s ability to achieve mission success; therefore, the
micro-coupling’s mechanization concept required validation to ensure decoupling of the
SMA interference joint upon SMA activation. Micro-coupling actuation validation began
with construction of a micro-coupling EDU.19 A desktop test bench, with associated
power and data logging equipment, measured the micro-coupling temperatures and
supplied the power required for actuation, see Figure 12. Three T-type thermocouples
were attached to the micro-coupling with Kapton tape in the following locations:
1)

Inside the SMA cylinder

2)

Exterior of the Kapton foil heater

3)

Head of the steel bushing

A laptop computer connected to an Omega HH147U USB data logger thermometer
recorded all thermocouple-measured temperatures. Resistance of the Kapton foil heater
measured 12.6 Ω at the power supply leads. The micro-coupling was suspended with a
“helping-hand” armature by clamping the alligator clip around the base of the bushings
brim. This suspension method was chosen to minimize conduction losses from contact
with the steel bushing and to provide a stable platform to attach a weight to the microcoupling. A 4-40 hex bolt was inserted into the micro-coupling to suspend a 0.273 kg
mass. The mass delivered a 2.68 N preload to the micro-coupling and would drop free
upon micro-coupling actuation.

19 The construction of the micro-coupling EDU was as described in Part III Section A1, less the outer

diameter modification to the casehardened steel bushing.
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Figure 12.

Open Air Micro-Coupling Mechanism EDU Actuation Test Bench
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Testing commenced with initiation of the temperature data logging software and
application of 5.0 Volts across the heater’s electrical leads. Initial current draw was
0.407 Amps and ultimately leveled off at 0.403 Amps. This particular test run was
terminated before SMA actuation as the micro-coupling appeared to reach steady state at
approximately 70 °C after a total of 430 seconds of applied power. Consequently, a
second test run ensued at a higher voltage setting of 7.0 Volts. Initial current draw was
0.569 Amps and ultimately leveled off at 0.561 Amps. SMA actuation occurred at a
measured temperature of approximately 80 °C after a total of 107 seconds of applied
power, dropping the suspended mass to the tabletop. The micro-coupling had an average
power draw of 3.94 Watts with a total power consumption of 0.116 Watt∙hours before
successful actuation. Micro-coupling temperature and supplied power profiles for the
second test run are in Figure 13.
Micro-Coupling Power Consumption Test with Temperatures
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Open Air Micro-Coupling Mechanism EDU Actuation Temperatures and Power
Consumption Data
Analysis of the thermocouple data revealed a temperature lag in the steel bushing

as compared to the SMA and Kapton foil heater. This resulted from the placement of the
bushing’s thermocouple at the furthest conduction point, 0.332”, from the foil heater’s
contact as compared to the shorter conduction path of 0.058” to the SMA through the
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neck of the bushing. Possible reasons for the SMA actuating at the recorded value of
80 °C vs. the validated HTR temperature of 100 °C include:
1)

The thermocouple reading a reduced temperature by not being in full
contact with the SMA;

2)

A SMA material property wherein there is a reduction of the alloy’s HTR
temperature while under extreme pressure [1], as would be experienced
within the interference joint.

The experiment achieved its objective of validating the micro-coupling
mechanization concept.
C.

MICRO-COUPLING MECHANISM LOAD TESTING

Validation of the concept and mechanization of the SMA micro-coupling, led to
the requirement for a repeatable, controlled process of creating SMA interference joints
and a standardized method for evaluating their coupling strength. The test report is
provided in Appendix C. Excerpts from the test objective follow:
The threshold objective for the micro-coupling load test was to obtain the
axial strength of the micro-coupling as designed for the Single Motion
Actuated Shape Memory Alloy Coupling (SMA2C) device. The SMA2C
micro-coupling was subjected to forceful extraction of the SMA from
within the micro-coupling’s interference joint producing force vs.
displacement data. Additional testing goals included determining if the
press-fit process induced martensitic de-stressing or plastic deformation of
the SMA cylindrical ring, and if use of industry standard formulas for
interference joint strength could predict the micro-coupling’s strength
within propagated measurement error.
1.

Micro-Coupling Press-Fit Cradle

Design of the SMA2C press fit cradle allowed for a repeatable process of creating
an SMA interference joint with a high degree of alignment accuracy. The cradle itself is
constructed of 1¼” diameter type 304 stainless steel machined to use a circular tongue
and groove for assembly alignment. A press-fit pin fits through the top of the assembly
and holds the SMA cylindrical ring while the casehardened steel hub sits in an
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appropriately dimensioned pocket in the assembly’s bottom. The cradle’s top and bottom
are joined and placed on top of a load cell adaptor and load cell so the force used in the
press-fit process can be recorded, see Figure 14.

Press Pin
Cradle Top
SMA Cylindrical Ring
Case‐Hardened Steel Bushing
Cradle Bottom

Load Cell Adaptor

Load Cell

Figure 14.

Component View of SMA2C Press-Fit Cradle
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2.

Micro-Coupling Load Test Rig

Design of the SMA2C micro-coupling load test rig allowed axial loading of the
SMA interference joint. The test ring is constructed of 1¼” diameter type 304 stainless
steel except for the rig bottom, constructed from 15-5 type Ph steel for additional strength
at the 4-40 extraction hex bolt attachment point. An alignment slice holds the SMA2C
micro-coupling in an appropriately dimensioned pocket allowing for attachment to the
top of the test rig. The test rig top and bottom are joined using the extraction hex bolt and
inserted into the tensile machine. Load cells record the force used to separate the SMA
from the casehardened steel hub during the tensile test, see Figures 15 and 16.

Test Rig Top
(Adaptor attachment to
tensile test machine)
Extraction Bolt

SMA²C Micro‐Coupling
Micro‐Coupling Alignment Slice
Test Rig Bottom
(Adaptor attachment to
tensile test machine)

Figure 15.

Component View of SMA2C Micro-Coupling Load Test Rig
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Fully assembled
load test rig

Attachment of
4‐40
extraction hex
bolt into test
rig bottom

Axial Forces Applied
By Tensile Test Machine

Interference
joint forced
to decouple
‐
SMA cylinder
fully
separated
from steel
hub

Tensile Machine
Attachment Point
Sheer Pin Holes

Figure 16.

Assembly and Operation of SMA2C Micro-Coupling Load Test Rig
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D.

CONSOLIDATED TESTING CONCLUSIONS

Contrary to nonpseudoelastic materials with a constant static friction coefficient
(μf), pseudoelastic NiTi μf increases as applied loading increases. This nonconstant μf
characteristic, a product of the pseudoelastic nature of martensitic NiTi SMA, was
discovered during stress induced phase transformation testing of the alloy to produce a
large static friction coefficient μf [7].20 This characteristic indicates mechanical friction
rather than adhesive friction might be dominant without inducing plastic deformation in
the SMA. Two geometry states internal to the micro-coupling SMA interference joint
take advantage of this characteristic:
1)

The imperfect geometry of the SMA cylindrical ring and the steel hub may
induce pressure points or “hot spots” of localized pressures.

2)

The design of the micro-coupling places the SMA in compression,
possibly inducing buckling modes of the SMA cylinder, in the same
manner as a column under excess loading.

These geometry states and μf characteristics of pseudoelastic materials lead to a probable
situation where buckling induced by compressive extraction of the SMA creates pressure
points that exceed the pressure induced phase change threshold of the SMA, forming
localized phase changes. These phase changes would further alter the geometry of the
SMA cylindrical ring within the interference joint, thereby increasing the normal forces
and coupling strength of the joint. The buckling and pressure point geometry change
events would continue to cascade and create the nonlinear increase in coupling intensity
we see at critical interference values, see Figure 17. All micro-coupling test specimens
exhibited an initial static friction peak before transitioning to a kinetic friction state.
Subsequent static-to-kinetic friction transitions occurred as coupling strength increased.21
Ultimately, a smooth roll off in coupling strength took place due to decreasing
interference joint surface area contact as the SMA separated from the steel hub.
20 Extreme pressures can induce a constant temperature SMA phase change.
21 These transitions cannot be attributed to the extraction rate or function of the tensile test machine
motor as the same transitions were observed during higher extraction rates. Extraction rates used were 1
mm/min and 3 mm/min as explained in Appendix C.
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Figure 17.

Data Sample from SMA2C Micro-Coupling Load Test
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Traditional press-fit equations appear sufficient to predict the initial static friction
micro-coupling strength for interferences less than 5 mils,22 but are insufficient to predict
micro-coupling ultimate strength (i.e., the maximum extraction force required after
overcoming initial static friction). The SMA extraction test results show that the 1 mil
and 3 mil interferences yield the best strength-compounding characteristics for the microcoupling, effectively doubling the predicted strength of the joint, but this characteristic
diminishes at the 5 mil interference, see Figure 18. Initial static peak strengths of 140–
457 lbf and ultimate strengths of 325–916 lbf were observed.

Three mil nominal

interference micro-couplings achieved the maximum coupling ability and there appeared
to be no difference in the micro-coupling’s axial strength dependant on the direction of
the press-fit process (i.e., if the SMA cylindrical ring was press-fit into place beginning
from the top or bottom of the steel bushing). There was no plastic deformation of the
SMA or steel bushing beyond a visible surface texture change. Martensitic de-stressing
was approximately 1-mil less than the nominal interference of the micro-coupling.
Post-test inspection of the SMA rings and casehardened steel hubs revealed
visible contact spots and scratching down the long axis on the surface of the SMA. The
steel hubs were less affected by the process, but did show a loss of surface texturing at
SMA contact points. As the tested interference values increased, the contact spots and
axial scratches grew in size and quantity, ultimately covering the entire outer
circumference of the SMA ring at the tightest interference fit. Test specimens from
validation and EDU testing that produced the greatest coupling strengths were examined
under magnification, see Figure 19.

22 An example of the micro-coupling’s initial static friction coupling strength can be seen just below

2,000 Newton and 1/4 mm displacement in Figure 17.
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Figure 18.

SMA2C Micro-Coupling Initial and Ultimate Strength Test Data with Predicted Strength Values
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Figure 19.1 Test Specimen Samples Before Press-Fit

Figure 19.2 Test Specimen Samples After Forced Separation

Figure 19.

Surface Features of SMA Micro-Coupling Load Test Specimens
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Pseudo-elastic SMA interference joints hold a number of additional variables that
traditional interference joints do not. Traditional interference joint strength is not only
dependent on the interference pressure, but many other factors such as material hardness,
elasticity, surface roughness, interface contaminants, temperature, humidity, and loading
rates. All of these factors contribute to the final value of the coefficient of friction.
Overall, geometrical accuracy and surface conditions within the interference joint are the
two most important factors affecting the coefficient of friction [10]. If this statement
holds true, the geometrical nonuniformities of the SMA cylinder may be helping the
micro-coupling’s ultimate strength.
A second school of thought states that frictional forces originate from two
sources: the adhesion force created from the atomic interaction between two surfaces in
contact, and the force needed to deform interacting asperities and their wear particles [9].
Choosing a bushing material that would enhance atomic adhesion and eliminate surface
oxidation of the press-fit parts could significantly increase the strength of the microcoupling. Surface oxidation of the casehardened steel, and to a lesser extent the NiTi
SMA could significantly lessen the value of μf.
Axial surface roughness could be enhanced with etched axial grooves in the steel
bushing to increase coupling strength with static friction values of 0.7 being obtainable
[7]. However, it should be cautioned that implementing increased surface roughness in
this manner, along with a nonideal off axis stress or preload of the SMA interference joint
upon release, could cause binding in the micro-coupling mechanism as the SMA edges
catch on the etched grooves. Current surface roughness of the interference joint design
without modification, using forced compressive removal as a failure mode, still achieves
more than adequate strength to be a viable micro-coupling design for many applications.
Uncertainties affecting the analysis of the results include the following, but are
beyond the scope of this thesis to resolve:
1)

Possible inaccuracy in the assumed coefficient of friction between the
NiTi SMA and casehardened steel;
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2)

Actual vs. assumed surface area in contact between the SMA and steel hub
due to nonideal geometry of press-fit parts for each explored interference;

3)

The impact of possible SMA phase change due to excess pressures
experienced at joint contact points during interference fit assembly or
forced SMA removal;

4)

Surface oxidation of both the SMA and casehardened steel bushing: It is
hypothesized that the effect of surface oxidation on the casehardened steel
bushing and TiNi SMA cylinder before their assembly into a microcoupling resulted in inconsistent test data for the first micro-coupling EDU
specimens, see Figure 20. Contrary to test specimens that were press-fit
immediately following cleaning, a total of 15 days elapsed between
cleaning and assembly of these initial samples. Three of the four initial
test articles did not exhibit the SMA interference joint strengthcompounding characteristic. In contrast, specimen 2B-5 did exhibit the
strength-compounding characteristic, but suffered from large magnitude
friction slips during forced extraction loading.
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Initial SMAC Micro-Coupling EDU Test Samples
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Figure 20.

Initial SMA2C Micro-Coupling Specimens Experiencing Possible Effects of Surface Oxidation
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III.

A.

SINGLE MOTION ACTUATED SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY
COUPLING (SMA2C)
ENGINEERING DESIGN UNIT

Nano-satellites need NEAs for the same purposes as those of larger satellites, but
do not have equivalent power or volume available to allocate to these actuators.
Therefore, successful integration of very small, reliable, low power consumption NEAs
may be very useful for nano-satellites that require deployables such as solar arrays or
communication antennas.

The concept for such a device using the micro-coupling

mechanism evolved into an NEA EDU called SMA2C. The SMA2C EDU would enable
testing and design refinement to precede a prototype or proto-flight device and ultimate
integration into a flight ready nano-satellite bus.
1.

SMA2C Micro-Coupling Mechanism Components

In designing SMA2C, the SMA size and alloy properties could remain unchanged
as initial micro-coupling development had the intended purpose of creating a microcoupling for application in space.

In addition, previously obtained test data would

complement SMA2C EDU testing. The casehardened steel bushings were procured as
COTS parts, see Figure 21. Modification of the bushing’s outside diameter to measure
9/32” by removal of material using a lathe grinder, allowed for easier integration and
assembly of the SMA2C device. Material removal also had the added benefit of reducing
the thermal conductivity path to heat the SMA, and press-fit equations predicted only an
18 lbf reduction in the micro-coupling’s strength resulting in negligible impact to its
intended application. A Kapton foil heater was designed with a resistance of 13 Ohms
and a surface area sized to match the length of the SMA cylinder, see Figure 22. The
heater would wrap around the steel bushing and connect to the nano-satellite’s electrical
bus. The heater design objective was to keep the current draw below one ampere and
yield a micro-coupling actuation time of less than one minute at worst case temperatures:
starting at -45 °C and heating the SMA to 100 °C for complete HTR actuation.
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Figure 21.

Figure 22.

SMA2C Casehardened Steel Busing

SMA2C EDU Kapton Foil Heater Procured from Tayco Engineering Inc.

Assembly of the SMA cylindrical ring, casehardened steel bushing, and Kapton
foil heater creates the SMA2C EDU micro-coupling, see Figure 23.

Thermally

conductive epoxy, meeting NASA outgassing standards, secures the Kapton foil heater to
the steel bushing, see Figure 24. Clamping or crimping methods used to secure the heater
were avoided to preclude large conduction losses and the possibility of creating voids or
“air bubbles” between the heater and bushing. These voids could forcefully expand in
the vacuum of space, possibly resulting in heater damage or produce localized hot spots
severe enough to burn out the heater during operation.
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Figure 23.

Figure 24.

SMA2C EDU Micro-coupling

TRA-Bond 2151 Epoxy Specifications
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A 4-40 socket cap screw, made of A286 Super Alloy meeting aerospace material
specifications, became the retaining bolt inserted into the micro-coupling, mechanizing
its actuation,23 see Figure 25. Critical dimensions required for sizing of the retaining bolt
were the head and shaft diameters. The head diameter had to be small enough to pass
through the steel bushing yet large enough to catch over half of the SMA cylinder’s top
face within the interference joint. The shaft diameter had to be small enough to allow
unconstrained recovery of the SMA cylindrical ring upon activation, yet strong enough to
withstand the ultimate holding strength of the micro-coupling.

Figure 25.

SMA2C EDU Micro-Coupling Retaining Bolt

23 Mechanization as noted here is the process by which the SMA interference joint is made into a

functioning mechanism, where a mechanism is a machine or part of a machine that performs a specific task.
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2.

SMA2C Device Design

The SMA2C device uses the micro-coupling mechanism with additional
components to integrate into a host satellite, see Figure 26. The device’s housing holds
the micro-coupling and is designed to meet structural and volume requirements particular
to the micro-coupling’s placement within the host satellite. The SMA2C housing can take
many forms and could even be integrated into the nano-satellite’s own structure. The
generic design of the SMA2C EDU encased the entire micro-coupling in 7075 T7351
aluminum, using NASA specifications [16], to enable structural continuity, and if
mounted on the exterior of the satellite with appropriate application of paint or multilayer insulation, prevent unintentional actuation of the micro-coupling from solar heating.
In addition, the SMA2C EDU design enabled easy mounting for vibration testing and
possible integration as a proto-flight subsystem. Thermally isolating the micro-coupling
from the housing is of great importance because heat lost to the housing by thermal
conduction would increase power requirements or even preclude SMA2C actuation. The
generic design of the SMA2C EDU uses a Ultem 1000 polyethermide washer to secure
the micro-coupling in place and thermally isolate the micro-coupling from the aluminum
housing. If desired, addition of a thermally resistive epoxy during installation of the
polyethermide washer would increase the EDU’s rigidity and vibration tolerance. A
spring sized to fit around the SMA2C micro-coupling attaches a pusher plate to the
housing. This puts a small preload of approximately one-and-a-half pounds of force on
the micro-coupling to aid in separation of the SMA and retaining bolt.
The micro-coupling mechanism assembled with the above described hardware
(i.e., housing, thermal epoxy, polyethermide thermal isolation washer, spring, and pusher
plate), comprises the SMA2C device, see Figure 27. Photos of the SMA2C device EDU
hardware and assembled test unit can be seen in Figure 28. Actuation of the assembled
SMA2C device initiates by applying voltage across the Kapton foil heater’s leads. The
electrically resistive heater heats the steel bushing holding the SMA cylindrical ring.
Once the SMA reaches HTR temperature, via thermal conduction through the steel
bushing, the SMA shrinks and releases itself from the interference joint along with the
holding bolt, see Figure 29.
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Push Plate
w/ spring
Housing
Polyethermide Isolation
Washer
Kapton Foil
Heater
SMA²C Micro‐Coupling

Retaining
Bolt

Figure 26.

Component View of the SMA2C Device

• Micro-coupling integrated into Al 7075 housing
• Housing dimensions: 1.1” by 0.7” by 0.5”
• Connected to 10.0 V bus & draws 0.79 Amps
•Coupling capacity: +500 lbf

Figure 27.

Assembled Views of the SMA2C Device
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Figure 28.

SMA2C Device EDU Hardware and Assembled Test Unit
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Figure 29.

SMA2C Device Actuation Sequence
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B.

INTEGRATION OF THE SMA2C DEVICE INTO A NANO-SATELLITE

Preliminary investigation for implementing the SMA2C device included studying
the integration of the EDU as a sub-system on a nano-satellite under development in the
NACL known as the Tactical Imaging Nano-satellite Yielding Small-Cost Operations and
Persistent Earth-coverage (TINYSCOPE). Actuation of the SMA2C device on orbit
would deploy TINYSCOPE’s solar arrays. Parameters explored included: TINYSCOPE
solar array configuration with integration of the SMA2C device into TINYSCOPE’s
electrical power system (EPS), testing to determine the power required for successful
actuation of the SMA2C micro-coupling, and integration of the SMA2C device into
TINYSCOPE’s power management plan.
1.

TINYSCOPE Mission Overview

The mission of TINYSCOPE is to provide tactical imagery directly to war
fighters using a small, relatively inexpensive nano-satellite, see Figure 30. Space-based
imagers with high-resolution imagery are not readily available to small tactical units, as
these field units do not generally require high-resolution imagery. Tactical units would
however benefit from frequent access to lower resolution imagery. A constellation of
TINYSCOPE satellites could provide near real-time quality imagery to its users.

Figure 30.

NPS TINYSCOPE Configurations
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2.

TINYSCOPE Electrical Power System Overview

Design constraints for TINYSCOPE include limited mass, volume, and power
generation capabilities.24

Power collection potential for CubeSat class satellites is

limited due to their solar array size, lack of deployed array gimbals, or the small volume
heat sink available to body mounted arrays affecting solar cell efficiency.
TINYSCOPE’s current configuration, using nongimbaled, deployed solar arrays and a
nadir pointing payload, defines its power profile to be in a sun-soak orientation at all
times other than when it is in an active imaging period or in eclipse.25 Power storage
potential is limited for TINYSCOPE’s batteries due to reduced surface area availability
for thermal dissipation. The EPS model for TINYSCOPE is predicated on a single orbit
energy balance equation as simulated by a power equivalent circuit [17], see Figure 31.
In this equation, the power collected during the satellite’s daylight period provides all the
power necessary to supply the loads during this period as well as fully charge the
batteries from their use during eclipse, factoring in efficiencies in solar cells, electrical
transmission, battery charge and discharge, and bus voltage conversion into a balanced
cycle for each orbit.

Figure 31.

TINYSCOPE’s Power Equivalent Circuit. From [17].

24 TINYSCOPE is a six unit (6-U) CubeSat with 60 cm3 volume and 6 kg weight restrictions.
25 Sun-soak orientation implies satellite positioning to drive the sun’s angle of incidence on the solar

arrays to zero.
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TINYSCOPE’s two larger sides of its six-cube configuration limit the size of the
single fold deployment of its two arrays. The matured design has holes in the arrays to
allow sun sensor and star tracker operation in contingency operations in the event the
solar arrays do not deploy, see Figure 32. The absolute outer dimensions of the plus and
minus X faces are 21.35 cm in width and 34.6 cm in height resulting in a total surface
area for each solar array face of approximately 740 cm2; doubling this for each array
results in 1,480 cm2.26 A reduction in each solar panel’s area occurs because of the
openings required by the star tracker on the +X face and the sun sensor on the -X face,
yielding approximately 1,450 cm2. Adding cells on the -Z face with brings the total
surface area available to place solar cells equal to about 1,650 cm2.

X velocity vector

Z nadir
Figure 32.

Y

TINYSCOPE Structural Design

SMA2C device integration began with selection of Emcore’s ATJM photovoltaic
multi-junction cell for TINYSCOPE with an adjusted efficiency of 20.6%. The number
of 30cm2 solar cells required in series is determined by the level of voltage required by
the power management system. The number of parallel strings of cells in series is
dependent upon the overall current requirement of the entire satellite.

Using a

conservative packing factor of 80% to model the arrays, net current and voltage required
by Simulink modeling using TINYSCOPE’s Power Equivalent Circuit equaled 1.61
26 The exact CubeSat form factor of 10 cm3 is not used because the optic aperture uses the available

space within the CubeSat launcher between the launch rails. This form factor results in the nonstandard
dimensions of the solar arrays.
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Amps and 17.3 Volts, respectively [17]. This requires a minimum of nine cells in series
and four parallel strings, totaling 36 cells. The maximum number of cells with optimal
redundancy would be laid out two strings per solar array panel. Another single string
covering the -Z face and additional space on the solar panels would yield five strings of
nine cells, see Figure 33. This configuration results in an optimal power output of
approximately 31.4 Watts. In the contingency of a solar panel not deploying, the fifth
string spanning both array panels and a portion of the –Z face would have to be isolated
so as not to impact the other cell strings connected in parallel. TINYSCOPE’s current
design uses the Ocean Server integrated battery and power control system operating on
14.4 Volt lithium-ion batteries, specially designed to work with the power control system,
with a four series, three parallel configuration [17]. The 12-cell battery pack provides
6.6 Amp∙hours or 95 Watt∙hours of capacity supplying a 12 Volt primary and 5 Volt
secondary electrical bus.

Figure 33.
3.

TINYSCOPE Solar Array Design for SMA2C Device Integration
SMA2C Device Positioning for TINYSCOPE

Placement of the SMA2C device on the nadir (+Z) side of the TINYSCOPE bus
opposing the solar array panel hinges enables deployment of both solar arrays. The
SMA2C device can retain its EDU design and use 4-40 socket cap screws (not shown) to
attach to TINYSCOPE’s structural bus, see Figure 34. The solar array panels have a
torsion spring installed at their –Z hinge points that would apply a preload to the SMA2C
device, so use of the pusher plate and spring may not be required for SMA2C integration
into TINYSCOPE.
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TINYSCOPE Solar Array
SMA²C Non-Explosive Actuators

Removal of Solar Array and MLI
to View SMA²C Positioning

Figure 34.

SMA2C Device Placement in TINYSCOPE

Electrical connection of SMA2C is accomplished by connecting the Kapton foil
heater leads directly to TINYSCOPE’s primary 12 Volt bus via an interconnect that
switches power to the leads upon command. TINYSCOPE’s command and control unit
initiates power to the SMA2C device while a micro-switch or single photovoltaic cell
mounted under each stowed solar panel controls when to terminate power to the device.
The micro-switch would show open upon solar array deployment or the light sensitive
cell would be exposed to sunlight and command the interconnect supplying power to the
SMA2C device to turn off. As a contingency, a preprogrammed maximum time required
for SMA2C applied power would reside in a countdown timer that would discontinue
power in the event of SMA2C failure. The countdown timer would avoid draining the
batteries below maximum depth of discharge in the event of an array deployment
malfunction. Solar array deployment sequencing follows SMA2C actuation as seen in
Figure 35.27

27 Holes in the solar arrays for contingency operation of the sun sensor and star tracker are not shown

in this figure.
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X
Y

Figure 35.
4.

Z nadir

SMA2C Deployment of TINYSCOPE’s Solar Arrays

Estimating SMA2C Power Requirements for TINYSCOPE

The SMA micro-coupling is at the heart of the SMA2C device, and the microcoupling is activated by an increase in temperature; therefore, thermal interactions
between the SMA2C housing and the micro-coupling it contains must be understood. The
power required to bring the micro-coupling mechanism to HTR activation temperature is
divided into two parts:
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1)

The power required to warm-up the micro-coupling to HTR temperature

2)

The power necessary to overcome steady state conductive and radiation
losses.28

The sum of these two power requirements result in the total requisite power for SMA2C
device actuation.
Power consumption estimates for the SMA2C device used a white paper published
by MINCO on etched-foil heater power requirements [15]. Inserted in the following text
are boxed excerpts from the white paper on conduction losses, radiation losses, and
warm-up requirements.

Appendices E and F show the associated calculation

spreadsheets.
Conduction Losses:

Area of conduction from the micro-coupling to the

aluminum housing includes the under-side of the steel bushing’s brim about its
circumference, see Figure 23. The conductive loss path is through the polyethermide
washer under the bushing’s brim.

Conductive loss also occurs at the contact area

between the retaining bolt and SMA cylindrical ring.

Calculations assumed

environmental conditions with a starting temperature of -45 °C and a finish temperature
of 100 °C.

Steady state conductive losses resulted in a 3.445 Watt power requirement.

28 The vacuum of space negates convection losses.
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Radiation Losses: The entire exterior surface area of the steel bushing is subject
to radiation losses.

Steady state radiation losses resulted in a 0.388 Watt power requirement.
Warm-Up Power Required: An initial and ambient temperature equal to -45 °C
was used to calculate the warm-up coefficient relating steady state losses to ambient
temperature.

A desired warm-up time of one minute resulted in a 7.324 Watt power requirement.
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The measured resistance of the SMA2C’s heater as procured from Tayco Inc. was 12.6
Ohms. Once attached to a 12 Volt bus, the Kapton foil resistive heater draws 0.952
Amps. Its available power at this voltage level is equal to 11.43 Watts. Taking this value
and dividing the summed values of required warm-up power and steady state losses with
a 10% margin over one minute equals 12.27 Watts, yielding an activation time of 64
seconds.29
5.

SMA2C Actuation Power Consumption Test

Objective: Determine the activation time and subsequent power consumption of
the SMA2C device in a vacuum at laboratory temperatures.
Application: Integration of the SMA2C device EDU into TINYSCOPE requires
actual power consumption values for the NEA. These test values will determine what
changes to the EDU need to transpire for a subsequent proto-flight SMA2C device design.
Test Description: Assembly of the SMA2C device EDU was as described in
Section III Part A2 with the addition of a T-type thermocouple attached to the outer
surface of the steel bushing just above the Kapton heater and below the polyethermide
ring.

As shown in Figure 36, the device was then bolted to a one-foot long box

aluminum bar with four 4-40 hex bolts. An additional 4-40 A286 Super Alloy socket cap
screw dropped through the SMA2C device and secured in place with a nut and washer
until the pusher plate was fully compressed. The measured preload force imparted by the
pusher plate when fully compressed equaled 1.55 lbf. Power and thermocouple wires
were ported through an access hole in the aluminum bar just under the SMA2C device in
the same manner as intended for mounting on a nano-satellite. The aluminum bar and
SMA2C device were placed inside a vacuum tube enclosure with electrical leads soldered
to a multi-port electrical interface and thermocouple wires run across the o-ring and
sealed with clay.

An Omega HH147U type digital thermometer connected to the

29 See Appendix E for calculations spreadsheet.
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thermocouple and ported temperature data to a laptop for recording. The measured
resistance across the wire leads connected to the HP E3615A power source equaled 12.6
Ohms.30
The SMA2C device was supplied by a constant 10.0 Volt power source, not 12.0
Volts as if on TINYSCOPE’s primary electrical bus, because the Kapton heater’s 30gauge lead wires had a maximum current limit of 0.86 Amps.31 This change, along with
a laboratory starting temperature of 18.7 °C, resulted in a predicted SMA2C actuation
time of 61 seconds.32 A vacuum was drawn on the EDU equal to 29.5 in Hg. Then, the
test setup was allowed to stabilize at room temperature after the associated temperature
drop of approximately 1 degree Celsius. A video camera was set to record the test and
any amperage change on the constant voltage power supply’s digital readout. The test
initiated with activation of the power supply, while the laptop computer recorded the
SMA2C device’s steel bushing temperature.

Figure 36.

EDU SMA2C Device Actuation Power Consumption Test Bench

30 The bias in the thermometer was measured at 0.2Ω.
31 The SMA2C EDU’s design intended to connect to a 5.0 Volt bus; therefore, procurement of the

Kapton heater had 30 gauge lead wires to accommodate tight assembly tolerances for device integration.
32 See Appendix F for calculations spreadsheet.
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Test Results: The EDU SMA2C device decoupled after 80 seconds of applied
power indicated by the SMA cylindrical ring, retaining bolt, washer, and nut dropping
free to the bottom of the vacuum chamber. Total power consumed with an average draw
of 7.74 Watts over the 80 seconds equaled 10.32 Watt∙seconds or 0.172 Watt∙hours, see
Figure 37. The test proceeded as expected noting a slight sticking of the pusher plate
upon release that lasted less than one second. Graphite lubrication of the outer rim of the
pusher should circumvent this minor problem in future tests.
Test Conclusions:

Additional conductive losses not accounted for in the

analytical calculations could have contributed to the difference between the predicted 61
second actuation time and the 80 second actual actuation time. Recommendations to
improve actuation time include using a larger gauge wire for the Kapton foil heater
allowing a higher actuation voltage and current. Another improvement would be to
reduce the size of the micro-coupling to match more closely the required holding force
for TINYSCOPE arrays, resulting in a more power efficient SMA2C device.
Micro-Coupling Power Consumption Test with Temperatures
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EDU SMA2C Device Actuation Temperatures and Power Consumption Data
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6.

Integrating SMA2C Into TINYSCOPE’s Power Plan

The primary function of TINYSCOPE’s solar arrays prior to their deployment is
to recharge the batteries to full capacity, before attempting array deployment and prior to
turning on the payload or any nonessential systems. Activation of SMA2C during this
power critical phase should have the objective of using excess power available and not
draw power from the charging batteries. Since the arrays have yet to deploy, only one
panel can be oriented perpendicular to the sun vector. The batteries will charge if power
from the single stowed solar array, properly oriented toward the sun, is greater than the
power required by TINYSCOPE in its pre-mission capable stowed configuration. A
single exposed array’s surface area is approximately 740 cm2 using the worst case +X
side with the larger hole allowing access to the star tracker. This panel will hold two
strings of cells providing the proper bus voltage,33 but at a reduced current of 0.9 Amps.
This reduced amperage equates to a best-case 15.7 Watts power output from a single
panel. The power required by TINYSCOPE before array deployment is as follows [17]:


C&DH, ADCS controller, IMU, star tracker, GPS, and sun sensor =
3.43 Watts



Three reaction wheels at orientation/stabilization slew rate = 1.2 Watts



Transceiver in sleep mode = 0.012 Watts



Thermal control heaters on to prevent damage to the payload = 2.50 Watts

The total stowed configuration power requirements are 7.14 Watts leaving an excess of
approximately 8.56 Watts to charge the battery or activate SMA2C. As generated power
will be greater than consumed power, overall charge of the batteries will increase and
allow TINYSCOPE to recover from its eclipse period before solar array deployment.
An imposed integration constraint of SMA2C’s actuation on TINYSCOPE is
avoiding any battery discharge before solar array deployment to preclude exacerbating a
possible power critical situation. SMA2C’s power draw on the 12 Volt primary electrical
bus would be 11.43 Watts, in excess of the 8.56 Watts available.

Although

33 Supplied voltage is 17.3 Volts for the 12 Volt primary bus. The excess voltage margin is to ensure

charging of the batteries as they will not charge below 12 Volts.
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TINYSCOPE’s EPS could supply this load, there would be a drain on the batteries when
SMA2C was active.34 A 10 Volt bus SMA2C actuation time of 93 seconds with a current
draw of 0.79 Amps is within available daylight orbit time and available stowed
configuration amperage for a single orbit.35 SMA2C’s power consumption of 7.9 Watts
on a 10 Volt bus would be acceptable if conducted while TINYSCOPE was exposed to
sunlight, leaving an excess of 0.6 Watts ensuring no battery charge is lost during SMA2C
actuation; therefore, it is recommended that SMA2C be connected to a 10 Volt bus.
The above stowed array configuration power analysis assumed that TINYSCOPE
had enough stored power upon reaching orbit to bring essential systems online and slew
the spacecraft to a proper charging orientation. Further modeling should be conducted to
plan for the possibility of an uncontrolled tumble of TINYSCOPE to better understand if
a stowed array configuration would result in sufficient battery charging to maintain the
3.6 Watt∙hours required to sustain minimum system function through eclipse. Initiation
of the SMA2C device should not occur until essential TINYSCOPE stowed configuration
systems are online and the ADCS can achieve the optimal (oriented) single solar panel
production of 15.7 Watts.

34 SMA2C connected to a 12 Volt electrical bus would draw 0.95 Amps and be in excess of the power

supplied by a single solar panel. This situation is not desirable to ensure targeted battery depth of discharge
is not exceeded and available battery charge/discharge cycles are not reduced.
35 TINYSCOPE’s designed sun-synchronous obit insertion altitude is 500 km resulting in a 94.6
minute orbit with a 33 minute period of eclipse. Battery charge levels increase with the approximately 60
minute excess sunlight exposure time per orbit.
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IV.
A.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SMA MICRO-COUPLING

The SMA micro-coupling shows great promise as a new type of zero-shock NEA.
The present application of the invention relates generally to actively commanded release
mechanisms that are secure under extreme forces, yet will reliably actuate to deploy or
release connected parts of a device or machine when commanded. The constraints of
small size, low operating power, and zero-shock actuation for many design situations
make several existing actuators impracticable due both to their complexity and inability
to scale to the size required. The SMA micro-coupling release mechanism presented in
this thesis remains secure under extreme forces, actuates reliably when commanded to
decouple, and has small size so as not to impede integration. Its characteristics of small
mass and operating power adds versatility to the coupling device, allowing for a wider
range of latch or fastener applications. In addition, the scale of the mechanism need not
be limited to the micro class, but scaled up in size to meet many coupling needs. These
features make the proposed mechanism useful for many applications in system design
such as safety devices, tamper locks, robotics, aeronautics, military, and spacecraft
systems.
1.

Synopsis

NiTi SMA rings used in modern aeronautical clamping applications typically
remain in an austenitic or memory shape for most of their useful design life after
installation. The utility of SMA’s more ductile martensitic phase, as explored in the
medical field for wear durability, is also useful for a zero-shock NEA micro-coupling.
The micro-coupling, made of a NiTi SMA cylindrical ring press-fit in its detwinned
martensitic phase into a steel bushing, creates an interference joint. This joint can be
subsequently decoupled upon command by heating the SMA into its smaller austenitic
shape thereby freeing itself from the interference joint. The micro-coupling’s size can be
engineered to a form factor of approximately 1 cm3 and achieve coupling strengths in
excess of 4,000 N (900 lbf). While the micro-coupling’s characteristics are desirable for
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many applications, its small size and high strength are particularly relevant to nanosatellite design.

The micro-coupling’s small size results in a low actuation power

requirement, and its design of very few parts with a simple single motion actuation
minimizes the possible number of failure modes.
2.

Future Work

This section lays out work that can be done to improve our theoretical
understanding of the SMA micro-coupling’s holding strength and to better know its
operating characteristics. Several areas of interest are discussed, including the coefficient
of friction between the SMA cylinder and hub, SMA pseudo-elastic properties within an
interference joint, geometry design changes for an SMA interference joint, microcoupling material selection, and the effects of aging on the SMA micro-coupling.
Coefficient of friction: Predicting the strength of the SMA interference joint is
dependent on an accurate estimate of the coefficient of friction between the SMA
cylinder and hub material interface. The press-fit process, environment, and material
condition of the micro-coupling’s parts require strict control in order to eliminate
variability in the coefficient of friction for characterization of the SMA interference
joint.36

Manufacture and implementation of the micro-coupling mechanism in

commercial applications necessitates an accurate coefficient of friction or a large enough
sample of tested mechanisms to predict empirically the coupling strength.
Investigation of SMA pseudo-elastic properties within an interference joint:
Analytical methods for accurately predicting the micro-coupling’s strength should be
investigated by determining the unique characteristics of SMA within an interference
joint. The hypothesis of SMA pressure induced phase changes within the interference
joint acting as a contributing factor to the strength of the micro-coupling requires
validation.

Understanding material interactions between the SMA shaft and hub at

extreme pressures will lead to more predictable micro-coupling behavior and further
methods of design and assembly to refine the micro-coupling’s desirable characteristics.
36 Controls for testing completed in this thesis were exacting, but need further refinement for

extracting evidence to isolate variables to be controlled in design and assembly of the micro-coupling.
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SMA cylindrical ring geometry impacts: Design of the SMA cylindrical ring, as
manufactured for the SMA2C EDU, strived to achieve the smallest size with a HTR
diameter reduction that guaranteed separation from the press-fit. Testing found that small
interferences of one mil still achieved coupling strengths comparable to the larger five
mil interferences. Therefore, use of a thicker walled SMA ring and a smaller press-fit
interference could increase the strength of the SMA interference joint beyond that of just
an increased interference, even though a thicker walled SMA cylinder yields less of a
HTR diameter reduction. In addition, SMA cylinder geometry impacts induced buckling
and micro-coupling mechanization, so one should confirm the compressive forces that
induce SMA cylinder buckling for the chosen SMA geometry before assembly of the
micro-coupling. This SMA cylinder characterization would validate the buckling action
within the SMA interference joint as a contributing factor to the strength of the microcoupling.
Micro-coupling material selection: Material for the hub of the micro-coupling
should be investigated with the objectives to either produce a nonconductive hub that
allows direct current resistive heating of the SMA to achieve HTR, or a hub created from
a metal with the specific intent of inducing atomic cohesion with the SMA creating a
stronger interference joint. Furthermore, testing of multiple micro-coupling lots resulted
in slightly different strength curve responses dependant on the time between cleaning and
assembly of the micro-coupling. This may have resulted from different amounts of
surface oxidation forming on the casehardened steel hub affecting the test results. The
micro-coupling interacting surfaces are airtight once assembled and not be prone to the
effects of oxidation after assembly, but particular attention to surface oxidation and its
effects on the micro-coupling should be investigated further.
Micro-coupling aging effects: The impact of prolonged exposure to extreme
pressures on the material properties of detwinned martensite SMA and possible
relaxation of its imparted hoop stress within an interference joint is unknown. It is
recommended to create multiple test lots of micro-couplings over a period of time with
exposure to expected space environmental conditions and note any disparity between
coupling capability and micro-coupling age.
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B.

SMA2C DEVICE
1.

Synopsis

The SMA2C device EDU was the first effort to design and apply the SMA microcoupling as a zero-shock NEA for satellites. The intent of its rather generic design was to
enable testing and integration to learn lessons for future design refinement. Simplicity of
the SMA2C device is integral to its success as a coupling device and was the driving
objective in its development and design. This device functioned successfully during its
first test and should be an excellent starting point for future design iterations on the way
to a fully certified flight unit.
2.

Future Work

This section briefly suggests work that can be done to improve and validate the
SMA2C device, such as reducing the size of the device and subjecting a proto-flight
device to vibration and thermal testing.
Development of a 1/4 scale SMA2C device: The coupling strengths achieved by
the SMA2C EDU were greater than those required for most nano-satellite applications. A
smaller SMA2C device matching the required coupling strength would capitalize on a
lower integration footprint and reduced actuation power requirement.
Vibration and environmentally controlled vacuum testing:

Assembly of the

SMA2C device currently uses NASA approved materials and epoxies, but the
polyethermide ring that thermally isolates and holds the micro-coupling in place, is not
permanently secured and simply fits into place with tight assembly tolerances. The
SMA2C device assembly methods have not been proven to withstand the vibrations
experienced during launch or the extreme temperature variations of the space
environment; therefore, vibration and thermally controlled vacuum chamber tests are
required for the SMA2C device to check for integrity after exposure to operational
conditions.

Lessons learned from these tests may necessitate SMA2C EDU design

changes.
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APPENDIX E. SMA2C ACTUATION PREDICTED POWER
CONSUMPTION CALCULATIONS (SPACE)
SMAC (Shape Memory Alloy Coupling) EDU Actuation Power Consumption Calculations
Dimentions of SMA
Metric
English
Notes / Sources
Diameter ‐ inner:
3.9942 mm
0.1573 in
Diameter ‐ outter:
5.1892 mm
0.2043 in
Length:
7.7978 mm
0.3070 in
Volume:
67.2136 mm^3
0.0041 in^3
NiTi Specific Density:
0.0065 g/mm^3
0.2348 lbm/in^3 SMA Modeling & Eng Applications (Lagoduas) pg 105 table 2.5
Dimentions of Bushing
Diameter ‐ inner:
5.0571 mm
0.1991 in
Diameter ‐ outer:
7.1438 mm
0.2813 in
Oveall length:
16.2408 mm
0.6394 in
Head length:
3.2296 mm
0.1272 in
Head Diameter ‐ outer:
10.7950 mm
0.4250 in
Volume:
490.8748 mm^3
0.0300 in^3
Case‐hardended Steel Specific Density:
0.0078 g/mm3
0.2801 lbm/in^3 Engineer's Edge
http://www.engineersedge.com/properties_of_metals.htm
Equation Constants and Variables (needed for Minco white paper equations):
SMA mass
0.437 g
0.0010 lbm
Bushing mass
3.806 g
0.0084 lbm
Power Requirements:
Total Mass to be heated:
4.243 g
0.0094 lbm
SMA Specific Heat (Cp)
0.200 Cal/g*C
0.125 BTU/lb*F Intrinsic Devices Inc.
Bushing Specific Heat (Cp)
0.486 J/g*C
0.116 BTU/lb*F Engineer's Edge
Tf (C)
100.0 C
212.0 F
http://www.engineersedge.com/properties_of_metals.htm
Ti (C)
‐45.0 C
‐49.0 F
Ta (C)
‐45.0 C
‐49.0 F
t (hrs)
0.017 hrs
60 sec
Heater Coverage Area:
7.44 mm^2
0.293 in^2
Heater dimensions = .3125x.9375"
SMA Thermal Conductivity
0.867 BTU*in/ft^2/F/hr
10.4 BTU/hr*ft*F Intrinsic Devices Inc.
Bushing Thermal Conductivity
1.750 BTU*in/ft^2/F/hr
21.0 BTU/hr*ft*F The engineering toolbox
Length of Loss Conductive Path
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/thermal‐conductivity‐metals‐d_858.html
(Polythermide insulation washer)
1.00 mm
0.039 in
1 Btu/(hr °F ft²/ft) = 1 Btu/(hr °F ft) = 1.731 W/(m °K) = 1.488 kcal/(h m °C)
Emissivity of Bushing
0.700
Tf (absolute)
672.000 R
Ta (absoute)
411.000 R
Conductive Loss Area Bushing
0.0797 in^2
0.00055 ft^2
Contact area to Polythermide = Circumfrence under brim of bushing
Conductive Loss Area SMA
0.0134 in^2
0.00009 ft^2
Contact area to retaining bolt = Top of SMA cylinder
Radiative Loss Surface Area
0.9061 in^2
0.00629 ft^2
Total surface area of bushing
Power Required Estimate:
Heater Power Minimum (No Loss) Thermo Calc:
5.366 Watts
P_heater = m_total*Cp(Tf‐Ti)/3.412t
+ 20% estimated heat losses =
6.439 Watts
Initial Estimate!
Power Required Detailed Calculations:
Steady State Heat Losses
Conduction Loss (P_cd) =
1.883 Watts
Bushing
See Minco White Paper for Formula
1.562 Watts
SMA
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Radiation Loss =
0.388 Watts
Bushing
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Steady State Loss (Space):
3.833 Watts
Warmup Power Calculations
Warmup Coefficient =
0.01469
Hw = Steady State Loss/(Tf‐Ta)
Warmup Power (Space):
7.324 Watts
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Total Power Required (Space) =
+ 10% =
Required Power Calculations (SPACE):
Supplied Bus Voltage
EDU Foil Heater Resistance
Amperage
Available Power
Total Power Required for HTR
Time required by foil Heater Type

11.157 Watts
12.273 Watts

12.00
10.00
12.6
12.6
0.952
0.794
11.429
7.937
12.273 Watts
1.07
1.55
64
93

Steady State Losses + Warmup Power
10% Margin

5.00
12.6
0.397
1.984

Volts
Ohms
Amps
Watts

6.19
371

min
sec
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i = V/R
P = V^2/R
As calculated from above
Power Required/Available Power
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APPENDIX F. SMA2C ACTUATION PREDICTED POWER
CONSUMPTION CALCULATIONS (LABORATORY)
SMAC (Shape Memory Alloy Coupling) EDU Actuation Power Consumption Calculations
Dimentions of SMA
Metric
English
Notes / Sources
Diameter ‐ inner:
3.9942 mm
0.1573 in
Diameter ‐ outter:
5.1892 mm
0.2043 in
Length:
7.7978 mm
0.3070 in
Volume:
67.2136 mm^3
0.0041 in^3
NiTi Specific Density:
0.0065 g/mm^3
0.2348 lbm/in^3 SMA Modeling & Eng Applications (Lagoduas) pg 105 table 2.5
Dimentions of Bushing
Diameter ‐ inner:
5.0571 mm
0.1991 in
Diameter ‐ outer:
7.1438 mm
0.2813 in
Oveall length:
16.2408 mm
0.6394 in
Head length:
3.2296 mm
0.1272 in
Head Diameter ‐ outer:
10.7950 mm
0.4250 in
Volume:
490.8748 mm^3
0.0300 in^3
Case‐hardended Steel Specific Density:
0.0078 g/mm3
0.2801 lbm/in^3 Engineer's Edge
http://www.engineersedge.com/properties_of_metals.htm
Equation Constants and Variables (needed for Minco white paper equations):
SMA mass
0.437 g
0.0010 lbm
Bushing mass
3.806 g
0.0084 lbm
Power Requirements:
Total Mass to be heated:
4.243 g
0.0094 lbm
SMA Specific Heat (Cp)
0.200 Cal/g*C
0.125 BTU/lb*F Intrinsic Devices Inc.
Bushing Specific Heat (Cp)
0.486 J/g*C
0.116 BTU/lb*F Engineer's Edge
Tf (C)
100.0 C
212.0 F
http://www.engineersedge.com/properties_of_metals.htm
Ti (C)
18.7 C
65.7 F
Ta (C)
18.7 C
65.7 F
t (hrs)
0.017 hrs
60 sec
Heater Coverage Area:
7.44 mm^2
0.293 in^2
Heater dimensions = .3125x.9375"
SMA Thermal Conductivity
0.867 BTU*in/ft^2/F/hr
10.4 BTU/hr*ft*F Intrinsic Devices Inc.
Bushing Thermal Conductivity
1.750 BTU*in/ft^2/F/hr
21.0 BTU/hr*ft*F The engineering toolbox
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/thermal ‐conductivity‐metals‐d_858.html
Length of Loss Conductive Path
(Polythermide insulation washer)
1.00 mm
0.039 in
1 Btu/(hr °F ft²/ft) = 1 Btu/(hr °F ft) = 1.731 W/(m °K) = 1.488 kcal/(h m °C)
Emissivity of Bushing
0.700
Tf (absolute)
672.000 R
Ta (absoute)
525.660 R
Conductive Loss Area Bushing
0.0797 in^2
0.00055 ft^2
Contact area to Polythermide = Circumfrence under brim of bushing
Conductive Loss Area SMA
0.0134 in^2
0.00009 ft^2
Contact area to retaining bolt = Top of SMA cylinder
Radiative Loss Surface Area
0.9061 in^2
0.00629 ft^2
Total surface area of bushing
T_avg
138.83 F
Red Text Denotes Laboratory Environment with Convection
Convection Factor H
2.195137
Power Required Estimate:
Heater Power Minimum (No Loss) Thermo Calc:
3.009 Watts
P_heater = m_total*Cp(Tf‐Ti)/3.412t
+ 20% estimated heat losses =
3.610 Watts
Initial Estimate!
Power Required Detailed Calculations:
Steady State Heat Losses:
Conduction Loss (P_cd) =
1.056 Watts
Bushing
See Minco White Paper for Formula
0.876 Watts
SMA
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Radiation Loss =
0.282 Watts
Bushing
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Convection Losses =
0.575 Watts
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Steady State Loss (Lab) =
2.789 Watts
Warmup Power Calculations:
Warmup Coefficient:
0.01906
Hw = Steady State Loss/(Tf‐Ta)
Warmup Power:
4.515 Watts
See Minco White Paper for Formula
Total Power Required (Lab) =
+ 10% =
Required Power Calculations (LAB):
Supplied Bus Voltage
EDU Foil Heater Resistance
Amperage
Available Power
Total Power Required for HTR
Time required by foil Heater Type

Steady State Losses + Warmup Power
10% Margin

7.303 Watts
8.034 Watts

12.00
10.00
12.6
12.6
0.952
0.794
11.429
7.937
8.034 Watts
0.70
1.01
42
61

7.00
12.6
0.556
3.889

Volts
Ohms
Amps
Watts

2.07
124

min
sec
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i = V/R
P = V^2/R
As calculated from above
Power Required/Available Power
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